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March 2, 2020 
 
 
PRODUCT CHANGE ANNOUNCEMENT  
   
 
Marathon Special Products is announcing a change in the design of the molding for our M and CC Fuse 
Holders. This product change stems from a functional simplification with the a new fuse clip making insertions 
for the fuse more effortless. 
 
 
General Changes & Rationale: 
 

1. New Fuse Clip assembly (On CC versions only) 
o The new fuse clip allows MSP to eliminate several components to simplify manufacturing.   
o This removes an additional mold and spring used to assure the proper fuse was being used.  

These features are now built into the new clip itself.   
o MSP must implement this change in order to remain competitive with a sustainable design.   

2. Profile changes (on both Midget and CC versions) 
o Minor profile changes, such as larger radii, thinner walls or modified engravings are also 

noticeable, but have no negative affect on the performance.     
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This will be a running change with no variance to the part numbers or ratings. 

Products will be converted to the new design around June 2020, but will vary depending on when production 
tooling is in place, when inventory is depleted and the first time a particular version is manufactured.  

All products below are affected by this change. All Job numbers / customer specific models that begin with the 
part numbers below will also be affected. (EX: 6CC30A3B IH / 6CC30A3SPQ 7)  

CC Versions Affected: 

6CC30A1B 6CC30A1SQ 6CC30A1SPQ 6CC30A1BCU 
6CC30A2B 6CC30A2SQ 6CC30A2SPQ 6CC30A2BCU 
6CC30A3B 6CC30A3SQ 6CC30A3SPQ 6CC30A3BCU 

Midget Versions Affected: 

6M30A1B 6M30A1SQ 6M30A1SPQ 6M30A1BCU 
6M30A2B 6M30A2SQ 6M30A2SPQ 6M30A2BCU 
6M30A3B 6M30A3SQ 6M30A3SPQ 6M30A3BCU 

M/CC Combination Affected: 

6CCM30A3SQ 

 

 

Please feel free to email or call with any questions regarding this product modification. 

Thank You, 

 

Zachary Yeckley 
Technical Marketing Specialist, Marathon Special Products  
Zach.yeckley@regalbeloit.com 
Office: 419-373-4213 
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